Abstract-It has been proved that for all stationary and ergodic processes the average Kolmogorov complexity of the first n observations converges almost surely to its Shannon's conditional entropy. This paper studies the convergence rate of this asymptotic result. In particular, we show that if the process satisfies certain mixing conditions, then a central limit theorem will be respected. Furthermore, we show that under slightly stronger mixing conditions one may obtain non-asymptotic concentration bounds for the Kolmogorov complexity.
The intuitive similarity between the Kolmogorov complexity and Shannon's entropy rate has motivated researchers to pursue and establish formal connections between these two fundamental quantities [7] - [16] . A celebrated result in this line of research is the following theorem due to Levin: Theorem 1. [7] According to this theorem Shannon's entropy rate can be seen as an approximation of the Kolmogorov complexity of the process. This result is asymptotic and it is not clear how accurate the approximation is for a finite value of n. The goal of this paper is to obtain a more refined connection between the Kolmogorov complexity and Shannon entropy. In particular, we would like to achieve the following two goals:
1) Obtain the rate at which Note that, unlike all the existing results (which are asymptotic in nature), the theorems we prove in this paper offer information on the connection of Kolmogorov complexity and Shannon entropy for finite length sequences. We first show that obtaining the convergence rate or a finite sample upper bound is not possible unless the sequence satisfies certain mixing conditions. Then we introduce mixing conditions under which such results can be obtained.
B. Notations
Capital letters such as X and Y are used for random variables. For a discrete time random process ØX i Ù i ¡ we use the notation X n 1 :n 2 for the random vector ÔX n 1 , X n 1 1 , . . . , X n 2 Õ. Furthermore, the notation F distribution, respectively. Finally, for an integer number n define log ¦ ÔnÕ 0 n 1 1 log ¦ ÔlogÔnÕÕ n 1.
(1)
II. MAIN RESULT
According to Theorem 1, for every stationary and ergodic sequence, ØX i Ù i ¡ , on probability space Ø, P, AÙ, we have K ÔX 1:n Õ n a.s. H ÔX 1 X ¡ :0 Õ.
As we discussed before, in this paper we would like to characterize the rate of convergence for this asymptotic result.
As our first goal, we would like to show that under some general conditions the convergence rate is 1 n . More specifically, we would like to show that
converges in distribution to a non-degenerate random variable. Before we discuss our main theorem we would like to show that if we do not impose extra conditions on the process, the convergence rate could be slower than Note that a major issue in the above example is the fact that the elements of the sequence that are far apart can still have strong dependencies which prohibits the convergence rate to be of order 1ß n. Classically in the probability theory literature, this problem is overcome by defining mixing coefficients quantifying the dependency in a process ØX i Ù i ¡ . The survey [17] presents a clear overview of those concepts. Let ØX i Ù i ¡ denote a stationary and ergodic process, and let F n ¡ denote the σ -field of events generated by random variables . . . , X n¡2 , X n¡1 , X n and F n denote the σ -field of events generated by X n , X n 1 , . . ..
Definition II.1. α-mixing coefficients of the process
A process X is α-mixing if αÔnÕ 0 as n .
α-mixing condition ensures that the parts of the process that are far apart are almost independent. This concept was introduced by Rosenblatt [18] in 1956, and has since become a key quantity in proving central limit theorems [19] - [21] . It was proven in [19] that conditions involving this mixing coefficient are tight. We will later clarify this claim in Remark 1. To establish concentration inequalities we need a stronger notion of mixing that we define below.
Definition II.2. The φ-mixing coefficients of the process
It is straightforward to see that n, φÔnÕ αÔnÕ. Hence, if a process is φ-mixing, then it will be α-mixing. The reverse does not hold. However, many processes of interest are φ-mixing. For instance, if ØX i Ù i ¡ is a finite state, irreducible and aperiodic Markov process, then Theorem 4.9 of [22] guarantees that φÔnÕ converges to 0 exponentially fast.
In addition to mixing coefficients we need another type of condition to prove the 1 n convergence rate. Definition II.3. Let ØX i Ù ¡ denote a finite-alphabet stationary and ergodic process. Define
Note that in this paper all the logarithms are in base 2. Since νÔnÕ is not a standard notion in probability theory, we explain some of its interesting features below:
1) The definition of νÔnÕ is close to the definition of the conditional Kullback-Leibler divergence between PÔX 0 X ¡ :¡1 Õ and PÔX 0 X ¡n:¡1 Õ. Hence, it measures the discrepancy of a process from a Markov process.
In particular, for a Markov source ØX i Ù i ¡ of order b we have νÔnÕ 0 for every n b. 2) Sequences generated by a hidden Markov model also have very fast decaying νÔnÕ. This claim is proved in Section III-C. Note that the notion of νÔnÕ is complementary to the notion of mixing coefficients; the mixing speed does not guarantee the rate of decay of νÔnÕ and vice-versa. As we will clarify later in our theorems, we need to impose some weak restrictions on νÔnÕ. To help the reader understand why such a condition is required, we should mention that our proof approximates the process ØX i Ù n i 1 with a Markov process of order m n (where m n as n ). νÔnÕ enables us to control the difference between the complexity of the original process and the approximate one. Now using the notions we introduced above we state our first main result that confirms the asymptotic Gaussianity of the Kolmogorov complexity of ergodic sequences. 
.
If we define
then σ 2 , and
The proof of this theorem is presented in Section III-E. Before discussing some of the assumptions we have made in this theorem, let us explain a simple corollary of Theorem 2. The following corollary simplifies the statement of this theorem for an independent and identically distributed sequence. 
where σ 2 varÔlogÔPÔX 0 ÕÕÕ.
Note that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. However, this result provides the rate of convergence as well. Some of the assumptions we have made in Theorem 2 might look strong. However, we believe that most of these assumptions are almost necessary. Below we try to clarify this claim in a few remarks. 
then the sample average 1 n n i 1 X i satisfies the central limit theorem [19] - [21] . This standard condition from ergodic theory is almost optimal too. In fact, [19] proved that the condition 
The last condition mentioned in Theorem 2 is i 1 νÔi Õ 1 2 . It is straightforward to see that this condition holds for many processes, including Markov and hidden Markov processes. However, at this stage it is not clear if this condition is necessary for the asymptotic Gaussianity of the Kolmogorov complexity or it is just an artifact of our proof technique.
Both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the Kolmogorov complexity, and do not provide any information on the finite sample behavior of this quantity. Our next goal is to derive probabilistic upper bounds on the discrepancy of the Kolmogorov complexity and Shannon entropy in finite sample sizes. Our next theorem shows that such bounds can be obtained with slightly stronger mixing conditions than those in Theorem 2. Before we state our result we review a notion of stability for the likelihood of a process, which is required in our next theorem. 
We will say that ØX i Ù i ¡ is M-stable if its M-stability coefficient is finite.
The following example clarifies the notion of M-stability coefficient. 
The proof of this claim is presented in Section III-D.
2 Note that we only need to code Markov processes whose state probabilities belong to the set Ø0, 
and
The proof of this theorem can be found in Section III-F.
III. PROOFS

A. Background on Kolmogorov Complexity
There are two simple results on the Kolmogorov complexity that we employ in our proofs. We mention these two as simple lemmas that we can refer to later in the proofs of our main results. For the proof of these results a reader may refer to [27] 
and where c is a constant that depends only on the universal machine.
It is straightforward to show that n 1, log ¦ ÔnÕ 2 logÔnÕ 2. Another result that will be used about the Kolmogorov complexity in our paper is the following:
B. Background Information on Mixing Sequences
In our proofs, we will also use some well-known results on the central limit theorem for the empirical average of weakly dependent sequences. We summarize these results in this section. 
of Y 1,k and the α-mixing coefficients of
In the proof of Theorem 2, we will approximate the Kolmogorov complexity using triangular arrays. We would like to show that the distribution of S n,n , the sum of the first n elements of the n th row of a triangular array, converges to a normal distribution. To obtain this result we will use the following corollary of Theorem 6. 
Proof. We would like to use Theorem 6. Toward this goal, we will first define a doubly-indexed sequence ØY i,k Ù i,k ¡ , that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6, in the following way:
Note that if we prove that n i Y i,n is asymptotically normal, then we will automatically prove the asymptotic normality of 1 n n i 1 X i,n . In the rest of the proof, we check that ØY i,k Ù i,k ¡ satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 6. First, by exploiting the assumptions on the mixing coefficients, we can see that
. By using the Chebyshev inequality we have
Therefore, for all x È Ö 0, 1×
The last condition to check is on the properties of varÔ
0. We will check that this holds. If we define p :
where K is a constant that does not depend on n. Note that to obtain the second inequality we have used the relation minÔu, vÕ u p v 1¡ p .
The following lemma enables us to connect the correlation of two random variables that are respectively F t ¡ and F t τ measurable to the mixing coefficients. Then,
Most concentration inequalities on random processes assume independence. However here we do not want to make such assumptions.
In the proof of Theorem 3, we will use the following result by Kontorovich 
Let H n be an n ¢ n matrix defined in the following way: 
Then, for all t 0 we have
where C is a constant that depends only on and η.
Proof. According to Proposition 1 in [24] , there exits τ È Ô0, 1Õ such that
Also, note the following three facts that are straightforward to prove:
is an increasing function of
By employing these facts we obtain
D. Proof of Remark 3
For n È N, consider the two vectors x, x ½ È A n such that
This comes from the following facts: (i) For every j i ,
The proof for i Ê Ö 2, n ¡ m ¡ 1 × is similar and is hence skipped.
E. Proof of Theorem 2 1) Lower Bound:
Proof. Before we discuss the details of the proof, we give a brief overview of the proof strategy to help the reader navigate through the proof more easily. Consider the sequence X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n with X i È A, for all i . We assume that A l. In this section, we first present a simple program that a universal computer can use to generate this sequence. This will provide an upper bound for the Kolmogorov complexity of the sequence. 4 We will later show how we can find an accurate lower bound too.
Define m n 0. Note that C is the same constant as the one used in Condition 3 in the statement of the theorem. The program first tells the universal computer the first m n bits in the sequence. Then, 4 It seems that any universal compression algorithm can serve as an upper bound for the Kolmogorov complexity, and will be sufficient for proving Theorem 2. This turns out to be wrong. For instance, it has been proven [25] that the Lempel-Ziv algorithm can converge slowly even for i.i.d. data. To prove the central limit theorem, we need to obtain an upper bound that matches our lower bound asymptotically. Because of its slow convergence, Lempel-Ziv does not provide such an upper bound. The upper bound provided in our proof is constructed in a specific way to match our lower bound. counts the number of times each Ôm n 1Õ¡tuple is present in the remaining sequence and reports it. 5 In other words, if we define
where a m n j is the j th element (in a specific order that is described to the universal computer) of A m n 1 , then the numbers f m n ,n j are described to the universal computer. Let f m n ,n denote the vector of all the empirical counts, i.e., Define an operator O f : A n Ö0, 1× l mn 1 that takes X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n as input and returns f m n ,n as its output. Then, define the type of a sequence X 1:n as the following set:
and Z 1:m n X 1:m n . Given the information known to the universal computer so far, it has already access to T X 1:n . The only remaining piece of information that the universal computer should have to reconstruct the entire sequence is the index of the sequence X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n among all the sequences in its type. Let's count the number of bits we have used so far to describe the sequence.
Our description requires bits to specify the following quantities: (i)m n , (ii)each a j , (iii) the first m n bits, (iv)the frequency of observing each possible block of length Ôm n 1Õ in X 1:n , (v) a systematic way to build all the sequences of length n in T X 1:n , (vi) the index of X 1:n in T X 1:n .
(ii) To describe each a j at most l max j l K Ôa j Õ are required. (iii) To describe the first m n symbols we require m n Ôlog ¦ ÔlÕ cÕ. (iv) To describe the frequency of each block we require l m n 1 log ¦ ÔnÕ bits. The reason is clear, there are l m n 1 different l-ary blocks of length m n 1. Each of them can have at most n elements in them. (iv) So far the universal computer has detected T X 1:n . Now we should describe which element of T X 1:n X 1:n is. As the first step we write a constant size program so that the universal computer realizes what ordering of sequences we are using. The next step is to specify the index of our sequence in this list. To evaluate the number of bits required for describing the index we count the number of elements in T X 1:n . DefineP m n as a new measure on X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n that has the following properties: 1)P m n has the m n -Markov property, i.e.,
2) The m n 1 th -dimension transition probabilities are the same as those of the original distribution P, i.e.,
For notational simplicity we consider the notation 
Hence,
This implies that coding the index of an element of T X 1:n requires less than ¡Ôn ¡ m n Õ
log Q m n j bits. Combining all the above pieces we obtain the following upper bound for the length of our program:
Our goal is to show that
n H ÔX 1 X 0:¡ Õ converges in distribution to a normal random variable. Note that the first five terms in (10) are deterministic and when divided by n, they converge to zero. Hence, we focus on the only remaining term, i.e., Ôn ¡ m n Õ
Our first claim is that
as n 0. To see why this holds, note that
as n . Here we should remind the reader that we have picked m n 1 2 ¡ log l log n with satisfying
0. Combining (11) and (12) Note that 
Define
where the function g is defined in the following way:
g : Ö0, 1× R and gÔtÕ t logÔtÕ 2Ôβ 1Õ β¡1
for t 0, and also gÔ0Õ 0. It is straightforward to check the following properties of g:
This automatically implies that gÔtÕ gÔC 2Ôβ 1Õ β¡1 Õ for all t È Ö 0, 1×. Combing this fact with (1) implies
Note that the upper bound does not depend on either m n , n or j .
2) The mixing coefficient α: First let α Y mn
Ôi Õ denote the α-mixing coefficient for the Y m n sequence, and let αÔi Õ denote the α mixing coefficient for the original process
where the last step is due to Condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. As a reminder we have m n OÔlogÔnÕÕ. 
First we can see that sup n,k nσ
and σ 2 . In that goal define
We will start with σ . We have,
To obtain the first term in Inequality (a) we employed Lemma 7. To obtain the second term after Inequality (a) we used Holder's inequality and Definition II.3. The last inequality is the result of Condition 2 in the statement of our theorem. Similarly we can prove that for all integers k n that
We can now prove thatσ 2 n n σ 2 . We have
where to obtain the last equality we used the stationarity of the process Y 
To obtain the last inequality we used Holder's and to obtain the last convergence we used Condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. Furthermore, note that
To prove the last convergence we should note that the first term goes to zero according to Condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. Furthermore, similar to the proof of (13) we can show that the last expectation is bounded. Hence, it is straightforward to combine the above two equations and obtain
2) Our second step is to discuss the covariance terms in (14) . Define
Note that our goal is to bound
We will prove later that sup i s i,n ¡ s is bounded. Hence, since m n ßn 0, we conclude that the first term goes to zero. Hence, we focus on the second term. Define
We will show that the each of the three terms on the right converge to zero. Before we proceed further, note that
Furthermore, similar to the proof of (13) it is straightforward to show that
where M l sup t ÈÖ0,1× g 2 Ôt Õ with g 2 Ôt Õ t logÔtÕ 2 . Now we turn our attention to bounding the terms in (16) .
Hence, we conclude that
as n . Note that the last convergence in the theorem is derived from Condition 2 in the statement of the theorem. Now we find a bound on the second term in (16) . Define
The strategy that we use to bound the terms covÔY 1 , W j Õ is the same. Hence, we only derive the bounds for the following three terms: (i) covÔY
By using Holder's inequality we conclude that Õ. Note that to obtain the last inequality we have used (13) . c) covÔY 
2MÕ.
Combining (19) and the above three cases, we conclude that
as n . The last term of (16) can be bounded in exactly similar fashion, i.e., we use the upper bound covÔZ 1 , Z j Õ covÔZ 1 , Z j ¡ W j Õ covÔZ 1 , W j Õ , and then employ Lemma 7 and the definition of ν to bound the error. Since the proof is similar we skip it. Combining all these steps we conclude that
Equations (14), (15), and (20) together prove that
Therefore, if σ 2 0 we have proved that:
Now if σ 2 0, then we can apply Corollary 6.1, with F m n k denoting the CDF of
By employing the triangle inequality if we denote
then we have
According to Corollary 6.1,
Moreover we have proved that
By employing the mean value theorem we can then show that:
as n . If we use this in (22), then we conclude that lim inf n PÔ nÔ
which is one side of what we had to prove.
2) Upper Bound:
Proof. Define δ n n ¡ 2 3 and the events E x n :
Our goal is to show that under a proper choice of x, both probabilities on the right converge to zero as n . First note that
Furthermore, if we choose x 3 2 max i K Ôa i Õ, we have
as n . Hence, by combining (23), (23), and (23), we have
On the other hand, t,
Ôσ tÕ.
Proof of (26) is the same as the proof we presented in the last section. To prove (25) first note that nδ n 0. Furthermore,
Suppose that x i x ½ i . Then we can note that if the universal machine knows x 1:n to know x ½ 1:n it only need to know i and
where C ½ is a constant that depends only on the universal Turing machine. Since the previous inequality is symmetric in x, x ½ we obtain that the function
Hence, Lemma 8 implies that for every t 0
Moreover thanks to Kraft inequality and the positivity of the Kullback-Leibler divergence we have that EÔlogÔ
Furthermore, according to (10) we have that for all m È N
Therefore, we have that t ¡
The theorem has been proven with taking γ n : ¡
1) Proof of Example II.1: We first mention the following central-limit theorem for triangular arrays of martingales that will be later used in the proof. 
Then S n,k n d Z , where the characteristic function Z is
We review the roadmap of the proof. First we find an upper bound and lower-bound for the complexity of X 1:n in terms of the Ôτ k Õ k and ÔY k Õ k . Using this upper and lower bound we will prove that there is a function, f n such that nÔ
surely. This implies that if the central-limit theorem holds, then the asymptotic distribution of nÔH ÔX 
would also be Gaussian. We will then prove that this does not happen since there is a η 0 such as: n
First to understand the proof we have to notice that the process ØX i Ù i ¡ is constituted of different segments of random variables that comes from different distributions and those segments have different lengths, for example X 1:τ 1 ¡θ τ 1 , θ comes from a certain distribution and X τ 1 ¡θ 1:τ 1 ¡θ τ 2 τ 1 , θ, τ 2 may come from another distribution. Let ØL i Ù i denote the i th segments, e.g. L 1 X 1:τ 1 ¡θ . Define l 1 τ 1 ¡ θ , which is the length of the first segment, and for every i 0 define
N i is maximum number of segments ØL k Ù k , including the first one, that are entirely in X 1:i . Finally, define l le f t Ôi Õ i ¡ l 1 ¡ N i k τ k , which is the number of elements of X 1:i that are not in any of the different L k , for k N i .
To describe X 1:n we may describe each segment X 1:l 1 ,
It is straightforward to confirm the following two facts: (i) if Y i 1 then the i th segment can be described by the length of the segment and a constant cost, C, to indicate to the machine that it should produce an array of 0's. (ii) If Y i 0 then the i th segment can be described by describing each element in that segment. Since we have N n 1 segments, it is straightforward to confirm that
Note that for the full-description of X 1:n we should also describe the following to the universal machine: (i) Ôl 1 , τ 1:N n , l le f t ÔnÕÕ, (ii) ÔY 1:N n 1 Õ. Hence it is straightforward to check the following upper bound for the Kolmogorov complexity of X 1:n :
Before we proceed to simplify the above upper bound, let me find a lower bound for the Kolmogorov's complexity of X 1:n as well. Define the vector V n in the following way: take all the segments of X 1:n¡l le f t ÔnÕ that are coming from Y and concatenate them to obtain the vector V n . Note that if the Universal computer has access to X 1:n , then it only requires the following information to construct V n : the values of Y 1 , . . . , Y N n and l 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , . . . , τ N n . Hence, it is straightforward to show that
It is intuitively clear that since V n has i.i.d. BernÔ1ß2Õ elements its Kolmogorov complexity should be concentrated around its length. Below we prove this intuition:
Lemma 11. Let l n denote the length of V n . If δ n n ¡2ß3 , then PÔK ÔV n Õ l n ¡ nδ n l n Õ 0, as n .
Proof. First for a certain l n we can describe V n by : (i) Describe the length of the sequence: l n , with a cost of at most log ¦ Ôl n Õ C. (ii) Describe each of the l n elements of the sequence, with a cost of at most l n . (iii) Telling it how to build the sequence, with a cost of C ½ , where C ½ is a constant that depends only on the universal machine. Hence:
And so: PÔK ÔV n Õ 2l n l n Õ 0. Then, we have PÔK ÔV n Õ ¡ logÔPÔV n l n ÕÕ ¡ nδ n l n Õ PÔK ÔV n Õ minÔ2l n , ¡ logÔPÔV n l n ÕÕ ¡ nδ n Õ l n Õ PÔK ÔV n Õ 2l n l n Õ Combing (28), (28) , and Lemma 11 we obtain the following upper and lower bounds for K ÔX 1:n Õ:
where the lower bound holds with probability converging to 1. Our next goal is to show that with probability converging to one 
It is straightforward to confirm that nδ n n 0. Hence, we only have to prove that N n Ôlog ¦ ÔnÕ C 1Õß n 0 (which is going to be true if N n log ¦ ÔnÕß n 0). Toward this goal define ÔS n ¡τ 1 Õ 1 u L 1 0, which implies that
where we have used the fact that there is a constant K ½ such that any fixed b, PÔ τ 1 bÕ K ½ b ¡Ô 
By employing Markov inequality we obtain S ¡1 . Hence, it is straightforward to conclude that N n log ¦ ÔnÕ n 0.
This completes the proof of (29) . It is straightforward to prove that the entropy rate of this process is 1ß2. Hence, we would like to show that
is ωÔ1Õ. Suppose that this is not the case, then by using Prokhorov's theorem the sequence is tight and the sequence nÔ K ÔX 1 ,X 2 ,...,X n Õ n ¡ 1 2 Õ will have a subsequence that converges in distribution. To simplify the notation, instead of working with the convergent subsequence we assume that the entire sequence converges in distribution. Since
